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Hirschl & Adler Modern is proud to present this exhibition of Amy Weiskopf’s most recent 

paintings, her third solo show with the gallery. Across these works, the artist’s fusion of 

traditional representation and modernist strategies highlights her command of the still life as 

both form and content. Keenly observed and deftly painted, each object in Weiskopf’s work is 

essential and the relationships between the objects are complex – full of tension, ambiguity and 

intimacy. The flattened backgrounds, made of shadowy blocks of color, provide just enough 

space for drama to play out. Earnest and unassuming, Amy Weiskopf’s still life paintings radiate 

with a power that belies their scale. 

 

Weiskopf elegantly renders her subjects in soft tones, imbuing a kind of tenderness to these 

fruits, vegetables, plants, and assorted objects. The manner in which the folds of the cabbage 

leaves in Still Life with Green Cabbage embrace each other feels not just protective, but also 

supportive. The pair of plants in Two Succulents are so densely entwined that it is a struggle to 

isolate where one plant starts and another begins. However, not all relationships are as loving. 

The single oblong zucchini in Zucchini and Lemons is purposely excluded from the ring of 

lemons and round-shaped zucchini. And while the fleshy pink of the seashell’s interior in Shell 

and Pitcher feels acutely feminine, the cold, metallic exterior of its partner puts off any hint of 

romance. The artist’s commitment to closely cropping the picture heightens the focus on her 

subjects, but there are glimpses of the surrounding space. Arrangements of flat color, dynamic 

table angles, risers for the objects; these compositional choices show the artist leaning into a 

modernist formalism. Coupled with the stricter realism granted to the objects, these quasi-

abstract settings add a push-pull tension that would make Hans Hofmann proud.  

 

Subtly and effectively, every element of Weiskopf’s paintings works together to provide a 

contemporary take on a very traditional genre. The deceptively simple arrangements hide her 

prodigious skills as a draftsperson and a colorist in plain sight, while deeper emotional content 

simmers beneath the surface. These recent paintings show Amy Weiskopf at her finest. 
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Amy Weiskopf (b. 1957) received a BFA from Washington University in St. Louis, MO and an 

MFA from Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia, PA. While living and working in Rome for nine years, 

she began exhibiting in New York in 1987 and has shown widely in this country ever since. She 

is a Pollock-Krasner Grant recipient and her work is in numerous public and private collections, 

including the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, NY).  Weiskopf has taught at The New York 

Academy of Art, New York, NY; Loyola University of Chicago, Rome campus, Italy; Tulane 

University, New Orleans, LA; Kentucky School of Art, Louisville, KY; and currently at the Art 

Students League, New York, NY. She divides her time between Brooklyn, NY, and Siena, Italy. 

This is Weiskopf’s third solo exhibition with Hirschl & Adler Modern. 

 

This exhibition is accompanied by an online exhibition catalogue, available through Hirschl & Adler’s 

website. 

 

Amy Weiskopf Recent Paintings opens at Hirschl & Adler Modern on Wednesday, March 22 

and runs through Friday, April 28, 2023. Located on the 9th floor of the Fuller Building, at the 

corner of 57th Street and Madison Avenue, Hirschl & Adler Modern is open Monday through 

Friday, from 9:30 am to 5:15 pm. 

 

For additional information or images, contact Shelley Farmer, Director, or Ted Holland, 

Exhibition Coordinator, at 212-535-8810 (phone) / 212-772-7237 (fax), or by email at 

shelleyf@HirschlAndAdler.com or tedh@HirschlAndAdler.com.  Please visit our website at 

www.HirschlAndAdler.com for an online preview of the exhibition. 
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